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A science experiment gone horribly wrong!
Can society be saved from the horrible
mutilation that awaits us all?
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In dr Victor Mechnik's laboratory,
Dr Karl Ross examines victor's latest work

"victor, This is amazing."

YOUR NEW ATOMIC
MEMORY CIRCUITS
WILL REVOLUTIONISE
DATA STORAGE

YES ROBERT, BUT
ONLY IF I CAN GET
THE ISOTOPE RATIOS
CORRECT

Might actually do some
work today. hmm, This
could be dangerous.
Should I warn Robert?
nah.

COOL IDEA BUT PROBABLY
WON'T WORK. I don't
care, as long as I get
my third phd

That shouldn't have happened ...
oh crap! ROSEBUD!

The blast instantly kills bob, but not dr Mechnik ...
for reasons that science cannot answer right now
Later Detectives examine the scene
Can't Look at IT!
So Gross!

Have the next
of Kin arrived?

Horribly
mutilated!

And find only one corpse
They're in the
library

SO FRICKEN
GROSS

This place has books because it is the library.
Karl Ross and susan Mechnik await news.

And my
brother?
My father?!

Can't
believe how
gross that
was
Dr Ross, I'm
afraid your
brother is
dead
Damnit!
Robert owed
me $500

DR mechnik ...

Yes?!

Is missing

My father
could be
alive!

Sweet!
chance for
profit!

Do you know
what they
were working
on?

Something
very
profitable

not really.
Some sort of
computer
memory

Could it have
been
dangerous?

I don't see
how
We best check with
the lab boys. If you
can think of any
possible exaplanation
let us know.
Will do

And this
notebook of
Dr Mechnik's
should help
me find out

What could
have
happened?

Profit,
profit,
profit!

I have some
ideas
That I sure as
hell aren't
sharing with
you

that night, two anonymous bit actors
visit the romantic scrublands ...

Oooh baby!

"Mmmmmmm ..."

"We interrupt your love making music with
a news bulletin, police are investigating
the deaths of two scientists in what
appears to be a laboratory accident"

How Horrible!

No! No! No
interruptions!
Damnit. Now
she'll want to
talk

I need to
get me a cd
player
Damn I'm
good

at least This
is better than
his talking

What used to be Dr mechnik has defied
all odds and survived the blast.
but the doctor has changed! Changed
beyond Nature! Scientists have tampered
in god's domain and created AN ...

ATOMIC MUTANT!

Those crazy scientists.
always pushing the
frontiers of knowledge
never concentrating on the
important things in life

What's that
sound?!

I can't win

The next day ...

Too late for them ...

Both
horribly
mutilated!

could this be
related to the
mechnik case?

that question is
why you're still
junior detective
after 10 years
Probably. I have a
few more questions
for Dr Ross

whoever did
this is an
artist

Have the full
forensic work
on my desk in
the morning

both So
gross!

Meanwhile karl has already started his own
search for Dr Mechnik in the nearby scrub

Let's Go

If I can get a reading
from whatever victor has
become then I can get the
correct isotope ratio

Rob and victor were
obviously working on the
correct isotope ratio
for atomic memory

Then I'll have
the formula for
atomic memory!
It must be
worth ...

Caught
monologuing!
NOOOO!!!

Later ...

No profit for karl ...

More horribly mutilated
than the others.
Whoever is doing this is
getting more dangerous

Anything on
the body?

he made me
search the
body! Totally
gross!

The detectives arrive at
hanks lab
Dr ross, i'm
afraid your
other brother
is dead

Just these.
And come
take a look
at THIS!

Grossly
dead

Hmmm, the new
isotron 2000
isotope ratio
detector

When?!
Where?!
How?!

Near where the other
victims were found. We
found these on his
body

His grossly
mutilated body,
that i had to
search!

Score!
The new
isotron
2000!

And we found this
scrawled in the dirt
beside his body. Does
it mean anything to
you?

It's the international
scientific symbol for
radioactive mutants!!!

Dr mechnik's atomic
experiments must have
mutated him into some
sort of monster

Can he be
stopped?

I don't
know. I'd
have to think
about it

Well don't
think too
long.

Or we'll rough ya
up. Can ya see
that in my face?
Scientific punk

I'll need access to
victor mechnik's
lab
I'll arrange
that with his
daughter

Susan?
Is she here?
Yes. She flew in
as soon as we
notified her

Do you know
her?

Oh ... Yes.

Meanwhile, at a garden party ...
"we interrupt your garden party music with
this breaking bulletin: Police continue to be
baffled by a series of deaths centered
around the mysterious deaths of two
scientists earlier this week ..."

The radio is changed to a
more pleasant station

But it is too late for
the party goers !!!

Sweet JESus!
Gross
fest-o-rama

Each more
horribly
mutilated than
the last!

This has to stop now!
He must be hiding in
the scrub.
Call for backup.

Please lord
make it stop
Right

Back in hank's lab ...
The isotope ratios!
He must have been
trying to find the
correct isotope
ratios!

Susan? Its
hank!

I need access
to your
father's lab
right now!

He obviously
inverted the ratio.
If I can reverse
the inversion ...

Hot damn, I'm clever.
I wonder if I can
impress ...

I may be able to
reverse the accident.
It is a long shot ...
meet me there in ten
minutes

She wants
me

At the scrub ...
carpark ...

Should we
wait for
backup?

I have a bad feeling
about this.
I would really like
to wait for backup.

This must
stop NOW!
You go that
way.

Same place
moments later ...

I'm going
after him.
Stay Here.

But ...
I don't know
if this will
work but I
must try.
be
careful
Hank

The hunt for the mutant dr victor mechnik begins

I wish
backup was
here

Sweet! The
isotron 2000
has 23
settings.

I wish I had an
ISOTRON 2000

The
horror!!!

Junior detective finds
the mutant first ...

sounds like I
need another
junior
detective

Was that a
woman
screaming?

Yes. Junior detective is Dead.
Horribly mutilated. Pretty
damned gross actually.
Maybe we should have waited
for backup.

OH that reminds
me; i need to
de-sex the cat

SUSAN

LOOK
AWAY!

Hank attacks the mutant ...

oopsie

The anti isotope formula
is applied evenly over
the mutants surface and
allowed to soak

And the mutant that was
dr mechnik ... is slain ...

is it ...

I'm afraid
Dr mechnik
is dead.

I isolated the isotope
necessary to reverse
the damaging effects of
his experiments, but it
was too late for him

Oh Hank!
My father?

I'm sorry
susan but it
was necessary

He doesn't
look so
good

Oh, for heavan's
sake. He's going
to monologue!

His theories were extra-ordinary.
His research was brilliant.
But perhaps we are not ready for
his atomic memory yet.
But one day, some day, we will be.

And, of course, now I
have the correct
isotope ratio thanks
to my isotron 2000
END.

ARE MUTANTS BOTHERING YOU?
Are your friends too afraid to come over because
they fear they'll end up horribly mutilated?
Are you sick of using all your white sheets to cover
the bodies that turn up about your place?
If you're like the other 80% of people who live
next to a scientist, then you need the best
protection you can get from atomic mutants. It is a
well documented fact that scientific experiments
produce mutants of all types that will wreak
general havoc in the neighbourhood. You may be
living next to a scientist right now and not even
know. Your partner or children may be performing
science experiments under your roof without your
knowledge.
It always pays to be safe.
Now in new
What you need is
Lemon!

Dr Ross'

Isotope Reversing Spray
Guaranteed to eliminate nasty mutants on contact!
No longer do you or your friends need to fear being
horribly mutilated.
Get an extra bottle for the car.
Call +354 555 RORT
You need to be safe!

ISOTRON 2000
Scientists Rejoice!
The latest upgrade to the industry standard
ISOTRON 5 is now here.
The ISOTRON 2000 features include:
* Over 10 times the sensitivity of the v5
* Near instant isotope ratio detection
* Directional arrow replacing the "colder/
warmer" text of the older models
* Probability read out with percentage sign
* New prescratched surface to help you look rugged
* Twenty three different isotope field settings
* Stabilised flux capacitors (no more nasty theta
radiation accidents)
* Three Prandtl quantum tubes
* Optional Bennett para magnetic antennae to
boost the signal even further
* MP3 player
Hunt down those atomic mutants faster and more
accurately than ever before. Your neighbours will
thank you.
Upgrade now! +354 555 ISOTRON

Three Thumbs Up Film Festival
A one night screening of short films
Show casing the talent of
South Eastern Queensland
For more details go to
http://www.herofant.com

An award winning short film by Darren
Bennett that will thrill and chill.
Be the first on your block to see the epic tale
of science gone wrong.
Can humanity be saved from the terrors of
science?!
http://atomicarmageddon.com

